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SNOWED UNDER--Jean Elrfs, secretary to Chief Scientist Gene Simmons,
is almost hidden by the pile of envelopes containing "On the Moon with
Apollo 15' which she is preparing for mailing. The 46-page, illustrated guide-
book, written by Simmons, is available to the general public and explains the
Science activities to be conducted on the lunar surface by the Apollo 15

' crew.

15 Crew to wear suits
Following an evaluation of op- valves, and tubing and wiring that

erational procedures for Apollo penetrate the cabins af both the
15, NASA has decided that the lunar module and command rood-
astronauts will wear their pres- ule.

sure suits during jettison of the In addition, studies were per-
lunar module, formed on reentry effects on

MOON BUGGY--Inthis artist's concept,Apollo 15 CommanderDave Scott {right} and Lunar Module Pilot Jim
Irwin guide their lunar rovingvehicle alongthe edge of the (approximately) half-mile-wide,600-foot-deepHadley This maneuver is scheduled for crew and cabin with a completely
Rille, with the ApennineMountains in the background. Lunar touchdown is scheduled for late this afternoon. 5:55 p.m. (CDT) Monday, Au- failed window, structural laading
(See 13/schedule,page4), Photocourtesyof Teledyne£yan gust 2, shortly after the lunar during lunar module jettison,

Lunar Touchdown tap for today Ianding crew has returned to the cabin pressure decay caused by
Olll . commandmodule followingtheir various sized holes, suits donning

expedition to the surface of the times, and postlanding emergen-
Astronauts David Scott and rain near the Apennine moun- Rille, to the base of the Apen- moon. cies.

James Irwin are scheduled to rain range and the rim of gorge- nine front between Elbow and The decision to have the crew- The results of this review re-
become the seventh and eighth like Hadley Rille. St. George crater and to a men fully suited at that time was confirmed high confidence in the
Americans to leave their foot- Launch of the Apollo 15 possible Apennine debris flow based on a reevaluation of the re- hardware and that operational

prints in the lunar dust and the mission on Monday, July 26 at area. quirements for crew members to procedures reduce to a minimum
first to motor across the lunar Cape Kennedy was letter per- Returning to the landing site, wear pressure suits during differ- the possibility of damage to crit-
surface, feet. Thunderstorms t;he night the crew will deploy the Apollo ent phases of the Apollo 15 mis- ical hardware through incorrect

While Scott and Irwin ex- before blastoff caused some con- L u n a r Surface Experiments sion. use.

plore a rugged region of the cern, but by morning the skies Package and erect an American The Apollo 15 flight plan had No change was made in plans
moon, Command Module Pilot were clear. Over one: million flag. The first EVA is scheduled called for the crew to be in "shirt for the crew to be unsuited dur-
Alfred Worden is set to conduct people are estimated to have to last seven hours. Some of the sleeves" (,,,.,earing the inflight ing reentry and splashdown. Al-

an important series of lunar watched the liftoff from the experiments included in the cover garments) during jettison- though wearing suits would in-
orbital photographic and scienti- roadways, waterways, and view- ALSEP are the passive seismic ing of the lunar module ascent crease safety during reentry down

fic experiments as he circles the ing areas around the Cape. experiment, "he _uprathermal ion stage from the command module, to approximately 50,000 feet, the
moon in the command ship On Monday and into Tues- detector, the solar wind spectro- The evaluation included a re- time from that altitude to the

"Endeavour." day there was a possibility that meter and the lunar surface mag- view of design, test and flight water is insufficient for removal
The moon ship "Falcon" is the mission would not include (See FIRST Page 3) data of the windows, hatches, of suits before splashdown.

scheduled to set down on the a lunar landing. The possibility
lunar surface late this after- arose as a result of an electrical

noon in an area of rough ter- short in the circuits leading to
the service propulsion system in

B il B kti g the command module. A suc-a ey, oc n cessful ignition of the SPS

d to posts engine on Tuesday at l:30 p.m.ar,ointeoo c_,T brought the "go ahead"

MSC'_ il for plans to ]and on the moon.on olin{} An hour and a half after the

Robert J. Bailey of the Apollo lunar landing today Command-
Spacecraft Program Office has er Scott is to open the LM
been selected by MSC Director hatch for a standup EVA dur-
Robert: R. Gilruth as chairman of ing which he wilI describe and

the NASA Exchange Council- photograph the terrain sur-
MSC. He replaces former chair- rounding the landing site. The
man Donald T. Gregory. descriptions will aid controllers

Marilyn J. Bockting of Flight here in pinpointing the actua 1
Crew Operation has been ap- landing site.
pointed as secretary to the Coun- The first EVA in which both
cil. She replaces Evelyn Teeters. Scott and Irwin are to leave

Bob, a veteran of 27 years with the "Falcon" begins tomorrow

the government, came to MSC morning (Saturday). A f t e r
from Langley Research Center as collecting a contingency s oil
a member of the Space Task sample, unpacking the i u n ar

Group. He and his wife Florence roving vehicle (LRV), and tak- A WALK IN SPACE--Apollo15 crewmanAI Worden (left) will retrieve film cassettes containing photos of the
have three children, Diane, Judy, ing a test ride on the "moon lunar surface taken from lunar orbit. The EVAwi[I happen on the homewardportion of the mission when the CSM
and Robert, Jr. buggy," the men are scheduled is approximately200,000mites from Earth, traveling at a speed of about 2,300 miles per hour. Crew member JimIrwin (right) will play out combination umbilical/tether line and monitor the operation which is scheduledto be

(See COUNCIL, Page 2) to drive to the rim of Hadley televised to Earth.
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Roundup S+a[-Skop I
(Dead[no for Swap:Shop classified ads is Thursday of the week preceding Roundup publication dote. Ads ore limited to

MSC civil service employees and assigned military personnel. Maximum length is 20 wards, including name, office
code and home telephone number. Sen'd ads, typed or legibly written, ta Roundup Editor, AP3)

If you sent an ad to the ROUNDUP for classes Aug. 2,3 at 6:30 pm. Redding. 932- included, S31.500. Brown, 946-3554.
publi_atlOn and it did .at appear in this 2077. Sun Valley, 3-1_/2-2, brick, central heat,
column, it could be that you did not follow Golf clubs and bag. Putter. 3.4.5,6.7,9. air units. Pasadena schools, low down pay-
the dire_tlons above f_r submitting ads. Some Wedge, two woods, good ¢ndn. $35 or best mont. Kleinjan, 944-4957.

_1_ editors may be clairvoyant; this one is not. offer. Worley, 488-3294. Beach home for weekly rental at SpanishAdS improperly subm;tted are consigned to the Hi point tennis racket, used only 5 times. Grant. West Galveston. On beach, well-fur-
round file. EDITOR. $13 or best offer. Worley. 488-3294. nished all but linens Wasson. 488-2722 after

MISCELLANEOUS Sears 2-can garbage toter, $5. 2ca, 8.50x 6 p m.

Cage grown quail, dressedfrozen. $1 each. 14 tires, $2 ca. Hooper, 4_8-4120. Lot on Lake Livingston. Point Lookout.
Pirtle, 4"(4 2138. Home accessories, some furniture, wo- 75 x 137. power, water, restricted, $3500.

Portable stereo record p_ayer. 9oDd cndn m_n's _lothes--sizes 10, 12. and 14: bicy- Richardson, 946-7557.

$35, 2-man tent needs minor repair. $5. 3" cles. fishing tackle, original paintings, etc. 50x90 bulLheaded lot on beautiful Demi-
reftectin_ astronomical telescope with two July 30 and 31. 10 to 7. 435 Pebbtebroek, John Island. Marina, swimming pool. club.

objectives and tripod, good cndn. $15. 2-ton El Logo Village, {Seabrook). utilities. K/otz, 488-1514.
window air conditioner, good cndn $75. Alto sax. Buescher. good cndn. $125. AJmeda malt area. 3/2/2, den, p_ayroom.

BIRD IN HAND WORTH TWO IN BUSH--The young man in this photo is Lippitt. MI9-3200. Jones. 479-4653 after 6:00 pm. 5';%. $133 per month, equity, walk to 3

holding a captured migratory bird. After it has been examined, the bird will Singers best straight stitch portable sew- Trombone, King Liberty model, xln cndn. Pasadena schools, Brov_L g44-4631.
be released to contirlue its migration while being tracked by grouRd radar at ins machine xlnt cndn. Gravett. 9324241. $135. Glarer. 944-4863, evenings. 3-2-2, Fairmont Park, 5!&% FHA. $133

NASA's Wallops Island Facility. Amateur radio equipment; Swan 240 3 Spinet piano. $360; wall. mantle clocks, too, 1 block from elementary & junior high.
band SSB xceiver with AC supply/speaker. $18 70; oak buffet, $65. Franklin, 644-0853. pool privileges. Equity, by owner Hender-

NASA Center works "for the birds" ,,,0 C.E. ssB transmitter 20A. with VFO. Eight piece bedroom set, S75. Turley. son. 471-46S3.$70; Drake SSB receiver IA, $?5. Wiseman, 877-3180. 5 acres in San Leon off Highway 517 near
Dickinso/1 534-3802. "Go Cart" Dual Motor mounts, one 10 fig farm, S130D/acre _0 acres off Highway

Not aI1of NASA's experiments got[anal system of a free-flying Baby bed $10. Wood play pen [folds up} horse West Bend engine. $150. gliord, 488- 2004 in gila Lama, S1500/acre. Cotton.

take place thousands of miles out bird as it travels along its migra- ss, BassJnette $3, Potty chair $2, used Ava- 3484. 932-2931 after 5 pm.Ion Hill games in good condition _/_ price. Sony model 650, Three-motor. Three-head WANTED

iI] SpaCe. OI3(2 i*le\V [21-OjGC[ is a Jog to£y roL![e. Fischer, GR2-6910. Solenoid-operated stereo, tape-deck. S-O-S-. Two bicycles-boy and girl-must be in good

Closer Eo _ai*th. Dr. SEepheFl T. Em|eFl and 22" self-propelled lawn mower including Echo. etc.. Wancho. 644-7777. condition, gednarcyk, 483-4588.grass catcher. S15. B. Re[no, 488-1326. VEHICLES Goad quality used piano for beginner stu-

This is a migratory bird expcri- Natalie DeFl]ong of CorneH hctve Lady Remington e/ectri¢ steam hair roller 61 Red VW. New ring and valve job; new dent. Reasonable price. Autery. 472-5956

mere by CorneH University at devised a technique that makes set, good condition. $10. Newton. 591-4619. tires, runs great. Price open. No rust. after 5:30 p.m.
• 20 gallon aquarium, stand, light, pump, Eggleston 877-1261. Attic fan. 36" or larger. Odenwalder, 534-

Ithaca, New York, for which this manipulation possible. Birds etc., everything for the aquarium, including 68 Corvette-Hardtop. 4/speed, all power. 2702.

HASA's \'¢raJlops Island Eacil{tv in are captured in nets, examined, the fish. Lohman. 487-4233. A/C. custom paint. $2600. Harris. 941-3710. Set of childrens golf clubs. Pay up to
• Cleveland Tenor Sax, excellent conditiorl, 61 Falcon Econoline. good tires, runs $15 dependin_l on condition. Morton 877-171G.

VirgiMa is provic{ing support, and th¢13 released to con[il_lue on good high school instrument, S245. Miller, good, paneled inside, radio. Brewer, 473- PETSWire Fox Terrier Pups. AKC, $30. Pert-
Over the years, scientists have their migrations under varying 47_a7_9. toss. boom.48s-490s.

Ping Pang Table and equipment, Spurlln, 64 Cutlass aids, air conditioned, power

been fascinated with the built-in cloud conditions and darkness 643-4957. brakes and steering, console shift w/tach- Sealpoint siamese kittens, purebred, boxtrained. 8 weeks old. $12.50. Brown. 944-4631.

navigational systems of migrating which is, in effect, a manipulation Singer Zig Zag sewing machine and at= ometer, radio and heater. $600. Pirtle 474- Irish setter pups. AKC. FDSB. National
• tachments. $60. Spurlin, 643-4957. 2138. Championship field trial and show lineage.

birds, of their navigational system. Antique white bedroom set. bookcase 67 Triumph TR-dA, Excellent condition. Morris, 591-2910. after 6 p.m.
Radar studies of bird migra- The bird is placed in a specially headboard, mattress, box springs, double dark green. D. White. 488-1024.

dresser, mirror and chest. Grundig 880 Hi- Mini bike-driP; 2 months old; xcln cndn.
tions have provided descriptive designed box and carried aloft by Fi and gold swivel chair. $100. Marlowe. $120. Jones. 479-4653 after 6 p.m.

information on the behavior of a weather balloon to an al,itudc482-3818. e8 VW Bug. automatic, sun roof, lira/fro Dates set [or Air
Complete Danish modern bedroom suite, radio, new tires and battery, one owner.

birds in flight. Experimental of 3,000 to 6,000 _eet. The bird including mattress and box springs, "A good condition. Nail. 877-/725,

studies on captive animals have is released at the desired altitude _'" steal" for only $250. Moving, must 66 Olds-98. 4-door, low mileage, loaded, k]._]'_O_/" ,";" ",. -alves'en
sell. Heyer. 747-6966_ Selling wholesale for $950. Smith. 481-4336

provided insight into the types of and can be tracked by ground ra- Learn Macrame. Complete course $9. after 5 p.m.

sensory cues that animals use. dar as it actually makes its orion- 67che_. _i_.. a27,s eh_o_e_i_s, _adio. The Clear Lake Chamber of

notH°wever'beenpossibleuntilrecentlY,,tocomb[holthas migration.tall°haldecision and departs on SchiesserGets 001=.air'55K miles. E ..... 897-2886 or WiSe, Commerce, Houston Junior Chain-70 American Motors Hornet Sedan. Clean, bet" of Commerce, and the Gal-

these two techniques and to ma- The \Y/allops [sIand Space r]p_ | ,_ ,,1 air condmoned,automat,ctransmission,ra- vcston Chamber of Commerce will
nipulate experimentally the nay[- Range Radar tracking radar is be- luUrlow  warg dio, heater,$1/00.Pearson.8rr-2rol.67 Ford country squire station wagon (10 sponsor the first annual Gulf

passenger) air. power, radio, good tires.
ins used in these studies. This is Emil R. Schiesser, assistant Coast Aerospace Exposition andnew battery. 390 engine mechanically in

Hqs. PAO named _ powerful, narrow beam, track- chief of MPAD Mathematical _ooaco,_,t,on.Gareia, 591-2916. Air Show on Saturday and Sun-
20-inch girls' bicycle with training wheels, day, August 21 and 22.ins radar. It has a 60-foot diame- Physics Branch, July 1 accepted sis. murley, 87"/-3180.

John T. Donnelly, Vice Presi- ter "dish" antenna with digital the Institute of Navigation 1970 s_ vw. A/C, low mileage, good cndn.
dent for Corporate Communion- position recording capability. In Thurlow Award at the Insti- Sly00 s,l¢_, _-_o_,o__,-_. _i_. The Exposition will be at_4 Ch_w _ick u_. va, SW_, ai_, radio, Scholes FieId in Galveston with

lions, Whittaker Corporation, has addition, the video return or blip tute's annual meeting banquet _i_ o_eo. _a_s. w_i_ht._rr-a0s_. the USAF Thunderbirds, U.S.65 Volkswagen. rebuilt engine, new paint

been appointed Assistant Adminis- in the radar monitor can be photo- in Pasadena, California. job, $425. Alford, 488-3484. Army Golden Knights, and many
[rotor for Public Affairs, National graphed on Polaroid film for real- Schiesser was picked for the SUzuki50, needs repair,$50. Afford,488- other nationally known performers
Aeronautics and Space Adminis- time data. award because of his role ia aa8,.

Sears-Cushman motor scooter, runs good. participating in the Air Show.
tration, effective about August I5. The results from these studies the design of Apollo lunar land- ss0 _omk_,4ra-33az Aerospace manufacturers, dis-

Donnelly will be responsible for are expected to give a much bet- ins trajectories. BOATS
the development and direction of ter idea of the importance of co- Lo_ _mfil_ m_ri,e c_m_e_-¢ombi,ation tributors, the military and civilian
NASA's public affairs activities in- lestia[, magnetic, topographic, camper {sleeps 4) fiberglass boat, w/5 government agencies, including

eluding Public Information, Pub- and meterological cues in the Button, Button . . _. HPldmotor.ft.,wideXInbeam,endn$?'75.veehull,rippitt'wood944-4381"boat,MSC, will provide displays, ex-

lic Services, and Educational Pro- guidance systems of nocturnally and big wheel trailer. $65. Math[as, 877- hibits, and aerial demonstrations.
Apollo 15 crew patch buttons _0ar.

L[DO 14 sailboats, where they are, con- Jim Donnell of the Standardsgrams, migrating birds, have been distributed to all on- diti0n, cost and other information main-

site MSC and contrator employees to[nedby Lido fleet. Hoover,877-3366. Engineering Office here represents
15' fiberglass boat (S_bre), 40 hp and the Clear Lake Chamber and is

by the Employee Activities As- trailer, xln cndn; ski equipment. $500. Hen- static display coordinator for the
sac[at[on. The Exchange Council d_aon. 4rv,_sa.

15' fiberglass tri-hull boat with 75 hp show. Donnell states, "We already
is footing the bill for the E_i.r_a. a.d t_.n_r. Nice, SlSrS. Wright, know this year's show is going tobuttons. 877-3059.

12' sailing catamaran and trailer, $300. be the finest ever held in the

Po_i(k_._r*_a. South, and we hope everyone willREAL ESTATE & RENTALS

Council members Fairmo_t Park, 3-2-2, living room, den. come. There will be plenty of

central A/C. built-ins, covered patio. Near parking space and something to seeschools, pool privileges. 5V_% FHA. equity.
(Contiued From Page 1) $133/mo. Head ...... 471-4653. and do all day."

ArlingtonHeights,4_2V_-2,cornerlot, Admission to the shows and ex-
Marilyn has been with the COy- fenced,screenedpatio,fireplace;refriger_-

ernme[lt for 17 years, the pg$t tort washer, dryer, and built-in color TV hibit$ 15 _2.00 pcl" car.

eight of which have been at

MSC. An administrative assistant HOUNDUP!_ in Flight Crew Operations, Mari-

_Sg_:: lyn is a resident of Nassau Bay. _s ..... _Ds_Ac_c,,,_ c_..... o,_s_o ..... s

Other members of the Councilare Roy C. Aldridge, William A. The Roundup is an official publication of the National Aero-
__a_/_._ o Stransky, Chris C. Critzos, John nautics and Space Administration Manned Spacecraft Center,

"-'_'&'_= W. Harris, Elwyn H. Yeater, and Houston, Texas,and is published every other Friday by the
Robert F. LaMere. Public Affairs Office for MSC employees.

I_Hj ]_l_%/E.i ! l_'r K__'T0"[_..L_...YOUt"_L_ The new appointments to the Editorial Staff: Sydni Shollenberger, A. "Pat" PatneskyCouncil became effective earlier

(courtesyof John H. Boynton,MPAD) this month.
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BE PREPARED FOR QUERIES

How to answer those questions
about benefits of space research

NASA employees arc frequent- needed to adapt new technology suit of specialized instrumentation
Iy asked about the benefits of rapidly to their needs. Realizing and research techniques at Ames
aerospace research and develop- this problem, NASA conuac_ed Research Center, originally de-

ment to the so-called man in the for approximately 10,000 aero- veloped to explore the evolution _llq \_

street. The following outlines nautical documents to be: organiz- of planetary atmospheres and for
some of the highlights of down- ed, catalogued, and evaluated, investigations into the origins of " '

to earth applications growing out Material pertinent to the design life.
of space research and develop- of light aircraft is presented in the With the Department of Agri-
mcnt and may help you answer form of abstracts, culture, NASA is conducting a /
questions on "spin off" and space EARTH RESOURCES corn blight \ranch. Goals of the
benefits. NASA research continues to project are to monitor develop-

GENERALBENEFITS contribute to the increasingly ira- ment and spread of corn blight CONGRATULATIONS,MA'M--Howard Gibbons, Acting Public Affairs Officer,- presentsa 15-yearservice awardto EvelynSmith. Other recent awardwin-
As in the past three successful portant field cf remote sensing of during the growing season across ners in the Public Affairs Office were "Pat" Patnesky {the man behind the

lunar landing missions, the Apollo earth re_:ourccs. One of the oh- the corn belt region; evaluate re- camera), who received a Quality Salary Increase, and Doug Ward, who was
15 expedition currently under- jectives of a recently ,expanded mote sensing techniques in assess- given a Sustained Superior Performance award.
way is expected to yield valuable Airborne Research Program is to ing levels of infection in the corn

and unique scientific information simulate over four ecological belt; evaluate remote sensing's First EVAbegins tomorrow morning
and knowledge about our moon, test sites (one in Arizona, two in capability to assess the status and
sun. and earth and how man California, and the Chesapeake probable impact on corn blight (Contiued From Page 1)

functions in strange environments. Bay area) as closely as possible m and other plant problems: and netometer, and to a group of craters, in-
NASA has a broad responsibil- data output of tbe Earth Re evaluate results for feasibility of The second EVA, which be- eluding Chain and Eaglecrest,

it.,,',which includes developing the sources Technology Satellite application to similar situations gins on Sunday morning August which are called, collectively,
tools and techniques for expand- scheduled for launch in 1972. occurring in the future. 1, will take the moon travelers the North Complex.

ing our kr_owledge of phenomena The program will provide gov- In the Caribbean, the govern- to the Apennine front. Splashdown for Apollo 15
in the atmosphere and space, ernment agencies and university merit of Jamaica has asked the Included in t his excursion will occur on Saturday August

NASA's research work in aero- scientists who will analyze data U.S. to assist in surveying the is- will be a stop at the South 7, in the Pacific, north of

nautics and astronautics has rev- with experience in using aircraft- land's natural resources. In April, Cluster, a group of secondary Hawaii. T h e prime recovery
olutionized such fields as weather obtained data similar to that a specially instrumented aircraft craters believed to have been ship is the USS Okinawa.

forecas:ing and communications which will be obtained by ERTS. from MSC made flights over the formed by a group of objects

and promises even more far- A cooperative smog research [sland anditssurroundingwaters striking the moon simultaneous- Pi i p1 ldranging development in monitor- program involving space scientists at various altitudes to gather the ly. These objects w,ere then cn c ans to
ing the earth's resources, and California air pollution ex- data. possibly thrown out from an-

Other fields, medical technol- ports has begun. Flights will trace In another international devel- other spot on the lunar surface A carnival theme has been chos-en for the annual MSC picnic
ogy in particular, have also bone- the photochemical production of opment, Canada and the U. S. by the impact of a single object which will be held this year as
fiLed from space-related investi- pollution and their dispersion in have agreed to a joint program for front space, last at Camp Mansion in
gaLlons, the atmosphere. Participation by the use of satellites and aircraft in The crew is also scheduled to Friendswood. The date selected

AERONAUTICS NASA in smog research is the re- surve.vs of the natural environ- gather samples and take photo- is Saturday September 25, from

AjoimstuciybytheDepartment ment. graphs along the rim of Front 11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
of Transportation and NASA The program wiII investigate re- Crater, the southernmost stop

gives top priority to the need for Newattractions mote sensing to monitor air, wa- of this EVA which is to last Food will be served from noon

reducing aircraft noise and airport Vi "'_ i ter, land, forest, and crop condi- for seven hours, until 3:00 p.m. Tickets are S1.50
area congestion. NASA is cur- openin rD,n a Lions, and the mapping of ice The final traverse is to begin for adults (age 12 and over) and
rently working on quieter jet en- Two NASA facilities; in Vir- movements and ocean currents in in the early morning hours of SI.00 for children ages 3 to 12.

gines. The DOT-NASA stud,,' asks ginia have recently announced Canadian and American waters. Monday, August 2, and will Children under 3 will be admitted" Mapping of geologic, hydrologic take Scott and Irwin north of without charge.
a reduction of at least ten de- features of interest tO tourists, vegetation, and soil phenomena the landing site to another area More details on the picnic \viii
cibles each ten years until aircraft During the summer, free tours (See DOWN, Page 4) along the edge of }:ladlev Rille be published in the near Rmuc.
noise is suppressedintocommu- of WallopsIsland are available
nity background noise.

daily, including Saturday a n d
NASA hopes to find a way to Sunday, beginni.n_z at 10:00

provide an effective air transpor- _ "-a.m. and 2:00 p.m. EDT. Mon-

tation system for travellers in day through Friday', visitors are

smaller cities and less densely pop- also i_ermitted to tou_ an ex-
elated areas. A concept called the hibit area on the Main Base.
"dial-a-plane" system makes use
of computerized routing and No reservations are required
could work somewhat as a cross and cameras are permitted.

Langley Research Center hasbetween an air charter taxi oper-
ation and a scheduled air shuttle, opened a Visitor Information

The supercriticaI wing is a Center. One striking item dis-
new airfoil shape that would al- played is a full sized engineer-
low aircraft of the future to tray- ing model of Viking spacecraft

el farther on less fuel. Shaped al- which NASA plans to land on
most the opposite from conven- Mars in 1976.
tional wings, the supercritical wing The Langley Visitor Center
has a relatively flat top and a is open daily, except Monday.

rounded bottom to delay the rise

in aerodynamic drag until the air- Craftsman Ship to
craft is flying at a higher speed.

Borrowing from Apollo tech- arrive on Tuesday
nology. NASA will soon begin
flight research to demonstrate Marshall Space Flight Center's
that aircraft of the future can be Manned Flight Awareness mobile

flown by an electronic control exhibit "Craftsman Ship" will be
system like that used in space- at MSC and open to employees
craft, and visitors from August 3

General aviation manufacturers through 5
are usually small compared to The exhibit van will be parked SHUTrLESEPARATION--TheOrbiter is shown separating from the Booster at an altitude of about 40 miles in this
other aerospacemanufacturers and in the driveway between Build- version of a SpaceShuttle by a GrummanAerospace Corporation artist. Hydrogen/oxygen fueled engines in theOrbiter ignite to propel the stage to an assigned altitude and orbit of about 250 miles. The Orbiter in this concept,
lack the large engineering staffs ings 1 and 13. which is one of the latest concepts, has external hydrogen tanks which can be jettisoned.
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Down-to-earthSpacebenefits listed
(Continued From Page 3)

will also be carried nut. pilots saved the life of a younla
Means for detecting and de- woman whose internal bleeding

termining the size of oil slicks could not be slopped by establish-
with ailborne sensing devices ed procedures.
and later, it appears, by sattellitc, OTHER FIELDS
have been devloed. The sensors Earl)' weather warnings from

can detect and distinguish be- satellites are credited with saving
tween heavy and light crude oils thousands of lives and crops.

:_ and light diesel oil. ESSA has estimated that 50.000
MEDICAL DEVELOPMENTS people would have perished when

Many dramatic developments in H[urricane Camille hit the Gulf
the medical field have had their Coast in August 1969, if they had

origins in aerospace research, not been evacuated.
A NASA scientist conducting Techniques developed in the

basic research into the effects of space program to separate chemi-

space radiation on body cells has cal fuels in NASA boosters are

discovered intercellular linkages now being adapted to separate oil
that may help in understanding from our natural waters to reduce
the behavior of certain types of pollution.
cancer. He was studying the ef- Work done in developing high
fects of ionizing space radiations performance in rocket engines has

COMPUTERS, CAMERAS, ACTION!--For the first time on an Apollo lunar landing mission, a television camera on in interfering with normal cell di- been adapted for use in reducing
the moon's surface will be manipulatedby remotecontrol from earth. In the Mission Control Center here, Edward vision, industrial pollution,
Fendell (foreground) and Granvil Pennington will man the consoles which are tied in with the communications sys- Doctors can watch a movie of An entire industry has grownterns to control the camera.Two advantagesof this new system of remote control are the increased time it will
allow.Apollo 15 crewmen Dave Scott and Jim Irwin to explore the lunar surface and the greater clarity and sharp- the beating of a patient's diseased out of research and development
ness it will produce in the TVpictures received on earth, heart--identifying dead spots or in communications satellites. Prog-

scar tissue in the heart wall, aneu- ress in this field has reduced the

Scientists asked to express interest Remaining risms, and other malfunctions-- cost of a single telephone channelMission Events with a computer method devised across the ocean from $16,000 to

,.a n;., tuture .l .,, missions (covered by 'IW, by a NASA-Stanford University about $600.in e.,n,n8 r-ane'ar:  ve., 'l'fme(ClYr) Date team. The computer industry, stimu-
hM landing A small analog computer that lated and accelerated by space re-

Space scientists are being invit- Orbiter missions 5:15 p.m. July 30 can continuously monitor changes search requirements, has grown to
ed by NASA to help define a pro- * The detailed structure of the EVA-1 (7 in') in a patient's blood pressure and an $8 billion a year industry em-
posed series of small spacecraft upper atmosphere and ionos- 8:34 a.m. .3uly 31 cardiac output has been developed ploying 800,000 people.
missions to the planet Venus. phere by direct measurement, _..vA-$ (7 l'n-) at Lewis Research Center.

The proposed missions, to be • the interaction of the solar 6:04 a.m. Aug 1
I_.VA-3 ,6 hr, Scientists from the Stanford A. Robinson diescalled Planetary Explorers, would wind with the Venus ionosphere 2:44 a.m. Aug 2 University School of Medicine

involve spin-stabilized Explorer- and the magnetic field in the LM lift.off and NASA have successfully used Alice D. Robinson, an employee
c/ass spacecraft launched by Thor- vicinity of the planet, 12:04 p.m. sonar circulation to monitor a of the Astronaut Office for the
Delta rockets. These low cost mul- • the characteristics of the atmos- Rendezvous I.aVl/CSM

1:44 p.m. patient's heartbeat and blood cir- past nine years, died on July 11
tipurpose spacecraft could be phere and surface of Venus on Transearth r_VA culation. The studies can be made at her home in La Porte.
flown as orbiters or probes into a planetary scale by use of re- 10:41 a.m. Aug 5 by a trained person in the doctor's Involved in the coordination of
the Venusian atmosphere, mote sensing experiments, Press conference office or at bedside in a matter of astronaut public appearances, Miss

Such missions are not yet auth- • and gravitational field harmon- 2:54 p.m. Aug'6 minutes. Robinson had received both Sus-

orized. But NASA's "Invitation ics from perturbation of the or- Splashdown A brain sensor and radio trans- tained Superior Performance and
for Participationin MissionDeft- bit. 3:46p.m. Aug7 mitter system developed for space Outstanding Performance awards
nition for Planetary Explorer Mis- Scientists interested in partici ......................... medical research with test pilots for her work. She had been with
stuns to Venus" says that emphasis pating in mission definition for TEN YEARS AGO IN SPACE appears to allow major improve- the Government for 22 years.
on low cost makes it important the Planetary Explorers should --On July 21, Mercury-Redstone ments in diagnosis and treatment As organist at St. John's Epis-
to have early scientific participa- submit a letter of intent to NASA 4, called Liberty Bell 7, was of schizophrenic mental patients, copal Church in La Porte, she
tion with the engineering plan- Headquarters by August 15. Final launched from Cape Canaveral The computer used to enhance started a fund to purchase a new
ning team to insure a match be- proposals are due on November 1, with Astronaut Virgil "Gus" pictures radioed back from the
tween mission capability a n d and selection of scientists to patti- Grissom as the pilot. The space- moon and Mars has been success- . -

scientific requirements, cipate is planned by December 15. craft reached a peak altitude of fully used to analyze pictures of
The first opportunity for such a Mission definition for the Plan- 118 statute miles downrange human chromosomes. Chromo-

flight would be in December 1976. etary Explorers will be done for from the Cape. The spececraft somes in a human blood cell have

The scientists will heIp define the NASA's Office of Space Science was lost during recovery opera- been analyzed in three minutes,
typical payload for initial missions and Applications by tSe Goddard tions, about one-tenth the time required
and will recommendsubsequent SpaceFlight Center. previously.
orbiter and probe missions for the A pressure suit made for test
1978 and 1980 opportunities.

The spacecraft are currently es- Eclipse in Augusttimated to weigh between 750 and
i

880 pounds. Orbiting missions The second total eclipse of the
would carry 50 to 100 pounds of moon in 1971 will occur in the
scientific instruments. For probe
missions, the probe would carry afternoon hours of Friday, August
about 75 pounds of science with 6. No portion of the eclipse will
some 25 pounds on the spacecraft be visible to observers in North organ. The fund is being continu-

bus which would impact the planet \ America. ed in her memory.
However, the rover TV camera Prior to joining MSC, she work-

following probe separation, left on the lunar surface by the ed for the Office of the General
Scientific objectives of the two Apollo 15 crew will record the Counsel, Department of the Air

types of Planetary Explorer mis- eclipse, which occurs within 27 Force, and for the Federal Aria-

stuns are to stud),: hours of Apollo 15's splashdown Lion Agency in Washington, D.C.
Probe missions in the Pacific.

• the nature and composition of As the moon passes through the Apollo 15, ALSEP A2 site will
the Venusian clouds, earth's shadow, the first ALSEP be last to enter the shadow, some

• the composition and structure BETTERLATETHAN NEVER{OR The Medal that Came Twenty-Five Years in place on the lunar surface to ex- nine minutes after ALSEP 4.
of the atmosphere to the sur- kater)--In 1946-47, M. Dean Sprake (left) of Crew Systems Division took perience the effects of the eclipse The moon will penetrate morepart as a member of the Navy in the fourth Antarctic expedition.Because
face of the planet, of the time involved in Congress'authorizingthe medals,time spent in will be Apollo 12, ALSEP 1. The deeply into the shadow (umbra)

• and the general circulation pat- striking the medals, and the time lapse since he retired from active duty, Apollo 14, ALSEP 4 site will fol- during this eclipse than it did dur-
it was just two weeks ago that Sprake received the Antarctic Service Medal

tern of the atmosphere, from Navy Captain Alan B. Shelx_rd. low three minutes later, and the ing the first eclipse of this year.


